Abstract. Cloud storage services sometimes descend into criminal tools. It is very necessary to investigate on digital Forensic of cloud storage services to obtain sworn evidence. The digital forensic investigation of the OneDrive Android client application is conducted in this paper. By imitating users' behavior, thirty-two images were acquired for forensic analysis. The analysis results show that legacy data always remain in the usage traces of the cloud storage service client device. These traces can be used as digital evidence for criminal cases.
Introduction
The cloud storage service allows users to store their data such as documents, images, and music files into the Internet [1] . Usually, users can access their data using cloud storage client application installed on their PCs or smart phones. These access are available as long as there is an Internet connection.
As the popularity of cloud storage service, some criminals engage in illegal activities through cloud storage services [2] . However, collecting the digital forensic evidence is not a trivial work [3] . The cloud storage service preserves users' data in a distributed manner [4] . The data of interest may be divided into several fragmentation and preserved in different data centers. The law enforcement cannot acquire the complete files of interest in a timely fashion. Moreover, the cloud storage service providers are averse to offer information about cloud servers for the sake of users' personal privacy information [5] .
Nevertheless, we can obtain the digital evidences from criminals' client device other than the cloud storage servers. When criminals use the cloud storage client applications to access their data, legacy data always remain in usage traces on the client device. These traces consists of not only the using logs, but also some buffered complete files. By analyzing these traces, we can learn how the criminals use their cloud storage service and obtain forensic evidences.
The Android OS has become the most popular mobile operating system [6] . The cloud storage service always provide client applications for Android smart phones. Moreover, OneDrive [7] is a popular and widespread cloud storage service provided by Microsoft. In this paper, we conduct research on cloud storage service forensics on the client side. The OneDrive client application in Android is used as an example to perform the digital forensic research.
Procedure for Cloud Storage Client Forensic
The procedure for OneDrive client forensic is depicted in figure 1 . The process is divided into five major steps. There are several defined activities to mimic the user's behaviors of using the OneDrive client. To avoid mutual interference among these activities, the procedure is performed individually for each activity in a loop.
A smart phone of Samsung Galaxy Note 2 with Android OS 4.1.1 installed has been selected to carry out forensic investigation. The smart phone is of 16G internal memory and no external memory card. The test phone is initially rooted via rootkit tool KingRoot. Rooted android phones provide the owner with full rights to access the application's data which is essential to the forensic 2nd International Conference on Electronics, Network and Computer Engineering (ICENCE 2016) examination [8] .
Fig.1. The forensic procedure

The Forensic Results
The analysis results by Forensics Master are shown in Table 1 . All 32 image are encoded in two numbers. The first number represents the four defined activities described in the above section. The second number represents the seven actions listed in the above section, and number 0 is the first initial image. Take image code "11" as an example, it is the captured image after performing activity 1 ("doing nothing") and manipulation 1 ("logout"). We find that there remains many thumbnails of the evidence files in the phone. Moreover, the complete file of the 15 evidence files are always restored together if anyone can be found. The number 1 in the result cells denotes this kind of file can be found, otherwise 0 means cannot. As can be seen in the table 1, most of the evidence files (except 4.txt, 10.avi, 11.flv, 13.swf, 15.wma) always remain its thumbnails in the phone. And if the phone is restored to default factory setting (image code 17, 27, 37, 47), these thumbnails disappear. When the evidence file is downloaded from the cloud storage, the complete evidence files can be found (image code 30-36). Moreover, the actions of 2, 5 and 7 can remove the thumbnail traces in the phone. Thus, the R-Studio is used to restore these files. The analysis results by R-Studio are shown in Table 2 . Image code  Files  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  12  1 As shown in table 3, some of the hexadecimal data still remain in the phone. If the evidence files are downloaded from the cloud storage service, the files data can be find in the phone even if the phone is restored to the default factory setting.
Conclusion
A digital forensic investigation of cloud storage client in Android is conducted in this paper. Four activities of using cloud storage service and eight manipulation in the smart phone are considered in the experiments. The OneDrive cloud storage service client is adopted as instance for the investigation. The forensic analysis results show that legacy data always remain in usage traces of the cloud storage service client device. These traces can be used as digital forensic evidences.
